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THE EFFECT OF OIL PRICE VOLATILITY ON THE
ISTANBUL STOCK EXCHANGE TRANSPORTATION INDEX

Mural Kıyılar] , Serra Eren Sarıoğlu2, Ebru Demirci3

Ab§tract 
- 

There hcıve been extensive research with yarious ecoııometric models taking a broad
perspeclive lo present the relalioııship between oil price anrl a cauntıy's mdcro economy. The rtlevtın|
lilerature mcıiııly focuses oıı developed reğoııs like Norlh America aııd Europe aııd is primarily coııııerrıed
about the cowllry-wide macroecoııomic iı,ıdicators such as GDP / GNP or with a ncırrower yiew, the stock-
morket level iü'ı questioül. However, recent sludies hııye reveqled a relatlol,ı belweeıı the moyements in oil
prices and current yalue of firms, which re/lect the value of ıheir qnıicipated fuıure profts, Therefol e, ıhe
presenl Study with a noyel opprorıch examines \he relationship belv)een lhe oil price |olatiliry and
Trqnsportalioıt Index ğ7JI-4S) comprised of traıısportalion firms lisled in Istaııbul Sıock Exchange (IiiE) of
Turkey, a developiı|g cauntry. Iı uses manthly daİaflom June l997 to July 2010 wilh an ecoııomelric model to
investigale lhe effect of oil price volatilily on lhe XtJLAS coveriııg the lı-arıspartalion iııdustry, in which the
moyement af oil prices direclly affects lhe fııancial performance of operatiııg compaııies. The resulıs are
expected 1o eııhance our uııderslanding of the inleractioıı between lhose yariables aııd are of ııse to inyestors,
manqgers and policy-makers.

Kelıuords 
- 

Oil price volatility, Slock reüurns, Transporlatian industry

INTRODUCTION
Throughout the world history, oil has been one of the most crucial players in shaping the counlries'

economical and political developments. In the posGWorld War II era, the series ofcrude oil price shocks have
affected the wolld economy. The OPEC oil embafgo of l973 increased the price ofoil by $10 per barrel and
created economic and social crises in the developing countries. The second oil price shock was in ] 979 and
Ied to global rccession. The third was in 1990 afteı [raq's invasion of Kuwait. The priccs rised by Sl0 pcr
barrel again. The oil prices have grown up from $ l2 to $24 peı barrel in 1999 in the last oil shock.

Having in mind the importance of oil to the world economy, it is not surprising that there is a large body
of litelature studied the relationship between oil prices and macroeconomic variables such as economic
growth, inflation, international debt and exchange rates- But in contlast, thele exists a few papers that linl. oil
plices to financial maıkets. Most of these papers deal with the data of the industria]ized countıies. Little
research has been conducted on the eflects of oil shocks in the developing Stock maIkets. The contributioır of
1his article is twofold. The main contribution to the literafure is to study the iııpact of oil price changcs on
Turkish stock market, a developing financial maıket^ As far as we are concerned, oil prices affect the
industries with a relatively high proportion oftheiI costs are oiI-based inputs, especially Tlansportation sectol.
In this aıticle, we conduct a detailed investigation of oil price effects to Transpoltation industry. This is the
second contribution ofthe paper.

The remainder ofthis article is organized as follows. The next section discusses the importance of oiJ in
the Tuıkish economy and diffelent sectors in Turkey, especially the transportation sector. The following
section provides a review of the ljterature. The next section describes melhodology and data. 'fhe "Results"
section presents arıd interprets the empirical lesults. The last section conc|udes the paper with a discussion of

1 Murat Kıyılar. Istanbul University. Facully of L]usiı]ess  dministration, I]inzİce I)cpartmcn! AvcıIar, Isranbul, Turkı:y,
muralkiy@istanbul.edu.tr

2 Serra !-rcn saİıoğlu, Istanbul llnivc.sjly. Faculty of Busincss Administratjon. Finaıce Depaımcnt Avcılar, Istanbul, Turkt,y,
serraeren@istanbuLedu.tr
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the main implications of the findings as well as outlining the study's limitations aıd nraking suggestions for

fiuther work.
OIL AND THE TUR]<ISH ECONOMY

oil aıd oil lelated products have very big importance for world economy and politics. Economic

development and growth ale depending on consumption arıd production ofoil. Both producing and consuming

countrİes are a\ryare of the impact ofthe fluctuation ofoil prices. The balance ofdemaıd and supply ofoil has

important impact on the price of oil. [n recent years, higher oil prices led to significant redistribution of global

income from oil importers to oil exporters.
projected world oil consumption increases by 1.6 million barrels per day (bbl/d) in 2010. Countries

outside üe oECD, especially Chin4 Saudi Arabi4 and Brazil, represent most of the expected growth in the

world oil consumption . Among the OECD countries, only the United States is expected to show significant

incıeases in oil consumption of about 0.15 million bbl/d in both 2010 arüd 2011. Projected global oil
consumption grows by another 1.5 million bbl/d in 20l1 .

There has been a deep intelest by researcheıs over lecent years in the role of oil and other enerry sources

on financial malkets. Energy prices, especially oil prices are likely to have important potential impact on the

cost of factor inputs for many colntries.
GlobalJy, the l970's were characterized by an increasing dependencc ofthe economies on oil. Especially

in 1973, there are large aıd unpredicted movements in the oil market and poor economic context especially in

the USA. After big crisis, it is nafural to investigate the potential links between oil prices and macroeconomic

activitieS. In recent years, tlrc big fluctuations of oil prices affect the oil importer countries' economies deeply.

An oil price increase might also have a negative impact on consumption, investment and employment.

Turkey is not a major oil producer, its emerging role is an important oil transit counğ. This strategic

situation makes increasingly important to world oil markets. Turkey is one ofthe importeı of enerry products

in the world and also has a growing economy. Turkey's economic growth is highly industry oriented_ There is

a growing demaıd for energy in the results ofTurkey's spectacular cconomic growth. Thc demaıd for energy

comes from energy related sectors such as construction and transport. You can see the total consumption and

import of Turkey for the years 2004-2009 on Tab|es 1 and 2. The increasing trend of oil consumption and

imports declined in 2008 and 2009 because of the global crisis. The oil consumption is projected to increase in

201O. Turkey's total enerry consumption depends on thc oil, natural gas aıd electricity. Oil consumption is

44Vo of tola| enerry consumption. lt is expected that the oil price fluctuation in intemational markets might

have an impact on üe Turkish economy.

TABLE l
Total consum tion ofpetroleum products of Turke (Thousarıd Barrels Per Da

Source: www.eia.doe.gov
TABLE 2

Total Im orts ofRefined petroleum products ousand Barrels Per Da

Source: www.eia.doe.gov

It is expected that the potential for a negative oil price sensitivity to be greatest in industries with a

relatively high proportion oftheir costs devoted to oil based inputs, such as Tlansport. oil price changes affect

the ability of fırms to decrease the cost of inputs. These firms should hedge against the oil price risk.

]ndustries are not homogeneous so oil price fluctuation can have different influences. We expect a negative oil
retüırn sensitivity in the non-oil related industries where in oil price changes directly impact on cost. Thele

should be negative oil price sensitivity at the transportation industry.
Highway and Jet traffic have a rapid expansion since l990's in the world. And also private automobile

ownership has been rising. Traısportation sector is one of the growing industries in Turkey. Development of
the Turkish tarısportation industry has led to a surge in demand for oil products especially fuel oil. The

fluctuation ofoil prices causes increasing the cost of fuel oil.
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Transportation Index (XtrLAS) is comprised of the stocks of Tlanspofiation industry. It consists of a few
tlansportation compaıies. These companies are doing airline, taıSportation and iogistics bı_siness.
Transportation companies should take positions for hedging the oil price risk. Companies aıd investors should
analyze oil pıice sensitivity of stock and index market refums. The aim of this paper is to analyze the oil
sensitivity ofthe Turkish Trarısportation Stock market index retums.

LITERATURE
Although there has been a continuing interest by researchers in the impact that enerry sources! especially

oil, have on Stock markets, the number of Studies in this area is very limited. Besides, most of this 1imited
PaPers work on the data of developed countıies like US, UK, Caıada and Japan. The number of ı;tudies
dealing with developing countries is very restricted.

As we have mentioned before, oi1 prices started fluctuating in 1973. So this short time horizon leave little
chance to researchers to have meaningful statistical inference about the effects ofoi1 pıices to economy.

One of the earlier studies performed by [4] investigates whether oil price risk effects the prices in the
Stock markets. Acfually, the researchers provided a test of a multi-factor asset pricing model using innoı,ations
in a set of macroeconomic variables. oil prices were chosen as one of üe independent variables in the study.
But they found no evidence that oil prices are one of the factors constifuting the stock prices in US :quity
markets.

Reference [2] tests whethel an oil price factor constifutes a systematic influence in the determination of
prices in the equity markets ofthe US, Caıada, Japan and UK.

Reference [9] analyzes the impact of oil price changes in Canada, Japan, t]K and US. They show that all
the maıkets respond negatively to oil shocks. But the magnitude ofthe impact is substantially different ııcross
the four markets. The evidence suggests that the US and Canadian stock markets are rational: the reaction of
stock prices to oil shocks can be completely accounted for by their impact on curent and expected futuıe real
cash flows alone. In contlast, the evidence for Japan aıd t[( is puzzling. In both countries, the researchers are
unable to explain üe effects of oil price shocks on stock rehlms using changes in future cash flows :ıd/or
financial variables.

While [9] uses quartelly dat4 [8]_consideıs daily data on the oil futures market and the stock market, and
estimates a vector autolegfessive model in oıder to determine the effect of oil shocks to futures and Spot
markets of us. Th; researchers find an evidence of a connection between oil fi.rtures retums and oil stock
returns and stock prices ale negatively impacted by rises in oil aıd gas prices. Reference [11], using the same
methodolgy of [8] and including US industrial production and short interest rates to the model, sep:fates
positive form negative oil shocks. Both shock affect aggregate stock returns but positive oil shocks zre of
large importance, whereas negative ones have Iittle or no effect.

Reference [7] investigates the sensitivity of Australian industry equity refums to an oi1 price factol over
the period 1983-1996. The reseaıchers find signif'icaıt positive oil price sensitivity in the Oil and Gaı; aıd
Diversified Resources industries. Similarly they find negative oil price sensitivity in the Paper and Packaging,
and Traısport industries.

Reference [12] provides a detai]ed analysis ofthe relationship between ojl prices and equity values in the
Canadian oil and gas sector, using monthly data covering the period from the final quarter of l983 to the final
qualter of |999. |12] reports a significant positive relationship between the oil and gas equity index an,l the
pıice of crude oi1.

Reference Il0] finds that expected changes in the oil price are ab|e to predict relative sector performance
in US.

Reference [5] tests whether charıges in oil prices predict stock retums. The researchers use data cf 48
countries, a world market index aıd price series ofseveral types ofoil. Stock letums tend to be lower after oil
pıice increases and higher if oil prices decline in the previous month. They use thirty-year sample of monthly
data for developed stock maıkets but the time horizon was shorte in emelging markets.

Reference [6] investigates üe relationship between the price of crude oil and equity values in the oil and
gas Sector using data relating to the UK. The evidence indicates that the ıelationship is alrı,ays positive, c ften
highly significant and leflects the dilect impact ofvolatility in the crude oil on share values within the sector.

Refeıence [3] using a multifactor afbitrage pricing model, finds strong evidence that oil price risk impacts
returns of emerging stock markeüs.

Reference [1] uses developed countries data (Japan, Norway, Sweden, the UK and the US) to present an
empirical study of volatility spillover from oil prices to Stock maİkets within an asymmetric BEKK mcdel.
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They find strong evidence of volatility spillover for all stock maıkets but the Swedish one, where onlY weak

evidence is found. News impact suıfaces show that, slüough statictically significant, the volatility sPillovers

are quantitatively small. 'l he stock markct,s own shocks are more prominent than oil shocks.

DATAAltD METHODOLOGY
The aim of this research is to find the impact of oil price volatility to the Transportation sectol. As a

matter of fact, the Brent crude oil prices are used to determine the oil price volatility. For the Transportation

sector we use the Transportation Index (XULAS) in Istanbul Stock Exchange. The sample period for the

XULAS index and Brent crude oil price is monthly aıüd covers the period July, 30 1997 to JulY, 30 2010

resulting in 163 observations. The reason why starting from l997 is that available retum data XULAS index is

begirıning from July l997. In Figure l,youcaİı see thetrend ofXLILAS retums and Blent Arude oil returns.

RESULTS
ln üis paper, ARCH and GARCH models are used in order to calculate the volatility of Brent crude oil.

Before ARCH and GARCH models, we flrst test if Brent crude oil has unit root which in tum to determine

whether we need to estimate the equations in the flrst differences instead of levels. There are two different

methods for testing Stationarity. one of them is to graph the correlogram of Üe coefficient of autocorrelation

of the series. The second method is to test ADF unit root test statistics value for series. Iı this paper, we test

ADF statistics values lor Blent crude oil prices at level and first differences. As can be seen from Table 3, we

conclude that Brent oil series is no stationary at the level but at the first difference. Absolute ADF test

statiStics value is greatel than test critical values.

L2

1

0.8

0.6

o.4

o.2

0

_0.2

,0.4

0.6

- 
BRINT o|L

-XU 
LAs

I

ı ı I t lıııı

FIGLıRE 1

The Trend of XULAS Returns aıld Brent Crude Oil Retums

TABLE 3

ADF Unit Root Test Statistics
First Difference

Constant Trend&Constant L Constant Trend&Constant
5 -1.7408+ -4.|713ı. 5 -8.3365** _8.3115**

* Critical Values for Vo5 aı.ei 2.8793 and 3.47l| aıd for o/o1 are:'3.438l and 4.01l6
* *Critical Values for Yo5 arei 2.8793 and 3.4379 aıd for Vol are; 3.4711 and 2.87 |1

Level
L

Bıent crude oil series is stationary in the first diffeıen ce at the 5Yo and 1% level. Therefore we conduct the

analysis in terms ofoil price changes.
Until a decade ago the focus of most macroeconometric and financial time series modeling

centered on the conditional fırst moments, wiü aıy temporal dependencies iı the higher order

moments treated as a nuisance. The increased importance played by risk aıd uncertainty

considerations in modem economic theory, however, has necessitated the development of new

econometric time series techniques that allow for the modeling of time varying variances and

covariances. Given the apparent lack of any strucfuIal dynamic economic theory explaining the
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variation in higheı order moments, particularly instrumental in this development has b€en the
autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic (ARCH) class ofmodels introduced by Engle (l982). .{RCH
and GARCH models are important for ııany issues in macroeconoıı-ıics and finance, such as irreversible
investments, option pricing, the term Structue of interest fates, and general dynamic asset ])ricing
relationships. Also, from the pefspective of econometIic inference, the loss in asymptotic efficiency
from neglected heteroskedasticity may be afbitralily lalge and, when evaluating economic foreci§ts, a
much mole accurate estimate of the forecast erlol uncertainty is generally available by conditioning
on the current information set.

ln Figuıe 2, there exists big fluctuation and volatility clustering at the Brent crude oil returns. TJre big
differences follow big movements and small differences follow small moven]ents. This is the sign of
Volatility.

BRENTOİL RETURNS
o.4

0,z

0

-o.2

-0.4

O r-r
Ocr

FIGURE 2
The Trend of Brent Oil Refum

After analyzing the unit root test we should estin,üate the ARIr.IA models that best fit the Brent crud: oil
sefies. As you see from Table 4, AR(1) model is clrosen accolding to Akaike Criteria Information. Besides
coefticient ofc and AR(l) is significant.

TABLE 4
AR (l) Model Test Results

Variable
Coeffici

ent
Std.

Error
t-

statistic Prob

C
0.]5403

9
0.3927 5

8

0.6l1097 0.5793 50 0.0002

0.0000

0.33 993 8

5.104,791

5.948920

5.987l99

5.964463

2.083,794

AR(1)

R-squared
Adjusted R_

squaİed

S.E. ofregreSsion

Sum squared fesid

Log 1ikelihood

F-Statistic

Prob(F-statiStiC)

0.012841 5.392009

0.15458
7 Mean dependent va_r

0.| 4927
0 S.D. dependent var

4.70840 Akaike info
6criterion

3524.88
5 schwaız criterion
- Hannan-Quinı

476.8881 criter.
29.0,737

6 Durbin-Watson Stat
0.00000

0
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We test the ARCH effect with the ARCH-LM test. We reject the null hypoüesis,

Ho D,:0,-...§":o
There is ARCH effect at the Brent Crude oil.

TABLE 5

Heteroskedasticity Test: ARCH

Prob. F(l ,l59)
Prob. Chi-Square(1)

7 .710137
7 .446603

0.006l
0.0064

Iı order to eliminate the ARCH effect we should choose üe best ARCH-GARCH model. After trials of
the ARCH and GARCH models, we chose the best fit model for Brent crude oil GARCH (1,1) model

according to Akaike Information Criteria. Model results caı be seen from Table 6,

TABLE 6
GARCH(1,1) Model

Variable coefficient std. Error z-statistic pıob

C
AR(1)

0.002663
0.14l832

0.228145
0.0 883 75

0.01 1 67 l
1.604887

0.9907
0.1085

Variaİüce Equation

C
RESID(-l)^2
GARCH(-l)

0.121305
0.1,7 862|
0.846337

0.18579,7
0.0821 34
0.074372

0.652893
2.17 47 42
1 1.37983

0.5138
0,0296
0.0000

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. ofregression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-StatiStic)

0.088185
0.064805
4.936613
3801.743

-432.8189
3.,771831
0.005877

0.3 3 993 8

5.104791
5.438,144
5.534410
5.477600
1.50144l

The ARCH LM test for GARCH(I,1) carı be seen from Table 7. There is no ARCH effect in üe series.

TABLE 7
Heteroskedasticity Test: ARCH for

GARCH(1,1)

F-statiStic

Obs*R-squared

Prob. F(5, i 5l)
Prob. Chi-Square(5)

0.88 85 75

4.48,737 9

0.4904

0.48l 6

Afterwards we form the GARCH(I,1) series for every month.

In order to determine the relationship between oil price volatili§ aıd transportation index retum, a

regression analysis is employed:

R,, : a + P,,(Oil Pr.Volatility)
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F-statiStic
Obs*R-squared

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
schwarz criterion
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R,t :Retum on TraİSportation index in month t
The equation found is as foliows:
Rit: 0,000l4+0,03 3 pit

As can be seen from the equation, thele is a positive relation bet[,een oil price volati]iry and index retums.
But the results of the test imply that the relationship is not signiflcant. Also the R2 value is very lıw: oZ

0,00l l .

When a corıe]ation analysis is applied to the data selies, a correlation coefficient of0,034 is found aı 10 %
significance level.

CONCLUSION
Energy prİces in general and oil prices in paıticular are likely to have an important affect c,n the

costs of many companies. Oil prices affect the industries with a relatively high proportion of their
costs are oil-based inputs, especially Oil and Gas, Paper and Packaging and Transpo(ation se]tors.
In this paper, we İnvestigate the sensitivity of Turkish transpodation industry index retuüns to nn oil
price volatility over the period |997-2007.

The oil price volatility is ınodeled by GARCH(1,1). In order to find tlıe relation between oil price
volatility and transportation index we cönduct a regression and a correlation analysis. The evidence
suggests that there İs no sİgnİficant relatİon between the variables. The correlation coefficient is
found to be 0,034 with a positive sign. Acfually, the negative relation between oil price volatili§ and
transportation index is expected. There are many reasons of the insignificant relation betweerı the
variables. Fİrstly, XULAS involves restricted number of transportation firms. Only 4 fiıms car, not
explain the relationship between üe variables. When anallzing sensitivity of energy price cha,ıges
to the transportatİon sector, transportation index is not sufficient to indicate the efflect of energy ;,rice
fluctuation. The impact of oilprice changes on equity prices depend on the firms' ability to hedgtı thc
price risk without changing goods and services price for customer. Second, different variables can
impact industry returns in disparatc ways. Moreover, the stock n,ıarket's own shocks, which are
related to other factors of unceıtainty than the oil price, are more effective than the oiI price shocks.
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